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Abstract. In inductive learning, to build decision trees is often arduous when there exists more than two classes

to learn. In this paper, a method of decomposition of problems with more than two classes into several problems

with only two classes is proposed. This decomposition enables the construction of a forest of fuzzy decision trees

where each fuzzy decision tree is dedicated to the recognition of a single class against a combination of all the

other classes. The construction of fuzzy decision trees is based on an extension of the ID3 algorithm which handles

imprecision in data. A method to use such a forest of fuzzy decision trees to classify new cases is also proposed.
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1 Introduction

Inductive learning of a phenomenon from a given

domain is based on a set of examples. Each example

is a case already solved on the given phenomenon.

It is associated with a pair [description, class] where

the description is a set of pairs [attribute, value]

which is the available knowledge on the given phe-

nomenon. That is, the knowledge which could be

obtained by the observation of the phenomenon or

by measures. The class of the example is the de-

cision (or category, or solution. . . ) associated with

the given description. Such a set of examples is

called a training set. The aim of inductive learn-

ing, or induction, is to �nd general rules enabling

us to classify any description of the phenomenon,

i. e. to generalize the knowledge obtained by the

observation of some occurrences of the phenomenon

to any future observations.

The inductive method used in this paper is

based on the construction of a decision tree from a

training set. An advantage of such kind of method

lies in the easiness of its implementation. More-

over, a decision tree is a tool easily understandable

and easily explainable: a decision associated to a

description by a tree is easy to justify to an expert

of the domain (which could not also be an expert

in computer science).

The simplest decision trees correspond to sym-

bolic trees, built from training sets where all the at-

tributes take their values (or modalities) in a �nite

set. However, other kinds of attributes can occur

as numeric attributes which take their values in a

continuous set, or numeric-symbolic attributes, the

values of which are either numeric precise (6'2") or

numeric imprecise (about 6 feet) or symbolic (tall).

To handle this particular kind of attributes, new

methods must be introduced, either to construct

decision trees or to use them in a generalization

process.

Usual methods to take into account numeric at-

tributes discretize the universe of values of the at-

tributes. Some thresholds are computed and used

as test values in nodes of the decision trees [5].

Tools from fuzzy set theory are useful to handle

the imprecision upon such thresholds: they enable

to smooth the boundaries induced by these thresh-

olds. For instance, decision trees are built with

these thresholds considered as fuzzy values during

the generalization phase [2].

When considering that the symbolic values of a

numeric-symbolic attribute are fuzzy modalities on

the numeric universe of its values, particular meth-

ods from fuzzy set theory to treat these values en-

able to take into account this kind of attributes.

These methods enable to build fuzzy decision trees

[17], [20], [18], [10], [22], [2], [13], [1], [3]. During

the generalization phase, the use of fuzzy decision

trees to classify new examples enables to associate

more than one class to them, each class weighted

by a membership degree.

Other problems to build decision trees occur

when the examples are associated with more than

two classes. In this paper, an association of classes

is proposed, before the learning process. The train-

ing set is split into several subsets, each one in-

duced by a class to recognize. Here, the process of

learning from a training set is decomposed into sev-

eral learning processes on training subsets where a

class has to be learnt against all the other classes.

In such a system, called a forest of decision trees,

each further classi�ed example will be associated

with a membership degree to classes, given by each

fuzzy decision tree of the forest. Then, these de-

grees have to be aggregated in order to determine

a single membership degree to each class.

In the �rst section of this paper, a method to

build and to use fuzzy decision trees is recalled. In

the second section, the proposed method to build a

forest of fuzzy decision trees, when more than two

classes must be learnt, is presented. In the third

section, results with such a method are reported.



Finally, this paper ends with a conclusion on this

method and some perspectives are presented.

2 Fuzzy decision trees

A fuzzy decision tree is a particular case of ques-

tionnaire [14]. It is composed by three kinds of

elements: nodes, edges and leaves. A path is com-

posed of edges and ends in a leaf. A node is associ-

ated with a question on the values of an attribute

and each edge going out of a node is associated with

a particular value (or modality) of this attribute. A

leaf, which is a terminal node, is labelled with the

modality of the class associated with the path from

the root to this leaf.

To build a questionnaire is equivalent to choose

an order on the questions to ask on the values of

the attributes in order to determine a class. Usu-

ally, a question related to an attribute is selected by

means of a measure of discrimination from the set

of all possible questions [14]. An example of such

a measure is Shannon's measure of entropy. In Ar-

ti�cial Intelligence, this algorithm is called the ID3

algorithm [15].

The ID3 algorithm is a top down algorithm, the

training set is split by means of a question on an

attribute. The question is chosen with the Shan-

non entropy and labels a node of the tree. Each

edge from this node is labeled by a value of the

chosen attribute. The modalities of the chosen at-

tribute split the training set into subsets on which

the process is done again, until all the examples of

the training set pertain to a single class.

Methods to build decision trees from imprecise

knowledge can be compared with methods to take

into account numeric attributes [5], [16]. But spe-

ci�c techniques must be added to take into account

imprecision and fuzziness of the knowledge. Such

techniques enable the construction of a particular

kind of decision trees: the fuzzy decision trees.

Several methods exist to build fuzzy decision

trees, most of them are based on the ID3 algo-

rithm and use particular techniques to take into

account the imprecision in the knowledge [17], [20],

[18], [10], [22], [1]. Di�erences between these meth-

ods lie essentially in the choice of a new measure of

discrimination to use during the construction of a

fuzzy decision tree and in the discretization method

to construct the modalities associated with edges.

This measure should take into account the discrimi-

nating power of an attribute and, also, fuzzy modal-

ities for the numeric-symbolic attributes. Moreover,

the use of such fuzzy decision trees to classify exam-

ples is based on an extension of the classic method

of utilization of decision tree. With a fuzzy de-

cision tree, the attribute values in the description

to classify do not necessarily label an edge from a

node associated with a question related to the cor-

responding attribute. Thus, this new kind of data

has to be taken into account.

The application Salammbô enables the construc-

tion of a fuzzy decision tree by means of an al-

gorithm based on SAFI algorithm [18]. Moreover,

from a training set composed of attributes with nu-

meric values, Salammbô generates a fuzzy partition

on the universe of values of such attributes [12]. A

fuzzy decision tree which handles numeric values

and fuzzy modalities is built by means of the ID3

algorithmwhere the Shannon entropy is replaced by

a fuzzy entropy taking into account the new kind

of information upon the data and extends Shannon

entropy to fuzzy subsets. The fuzzy entropy of the

decision C, with modalities c

j

, related to the at-

tribute A, with modalities v

i

, is called the entropy

star and is de�ned as [18]:
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[23]. This prob-

ability is computed from the n examples x

l

belong-

ing to the training set.

After the construction of a fuzzy decision tree,

Salammbô is able to classify new examples. Each

classi�ed example is associated with a membership

degree to each class. A fuzzy decision tree is consid-

ered as a set of fuzzy rules on which usual inference

methods can be applied. We need to evaluate the

adequation of the values associated with the corre-

sponding modalities labeling the edges of the tree.

We use a measure of satis�ability for this evalua-

tion. Each leaf is labelled by classes with member-

ship degrees obtained by aggregating the satis�abil-

ity degrees attached to each edge of the path from

the root to the leaf. All the membership degrees

related to a class are again aggregated to obtain

one single degree related to the class. Thus, an ex-

ample can �red several paths of the tree and can

be associated with several classes, each class asso-

ciated with a membership degree (for more details,

see [13], [3]).

3 A method when there exists more than

two classes

3.1 Learning

Learning with decision trees is di�cult when there

exists more than two classes. Di�culties lie in the

chosen measure of discrimination. Measures of dis-

crimination enable to �nd the attribute with the

best discriminating power related to the whole set

of classes. However, the chosen attribute is not nec-

essarily the attribute with the best discriminating

power for a single class [7]. To handle this problem,
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either a new kind of measures can be introduced [7]

or the training set with more than two classes can

be transformed into a training set with only two

classes. For instance, a solution proposed by [6] is

to combine classes at each step of the construction

of the tree. But this solution is time consuming to

�nd the best combination during the learning pro-

cess.

Another solution is to combine classes before the

building of the tree. Here, the training set is dupli-

cated into several sets. In each such set, a class is

kept and all the other classes are combined to create

a single class. This process is called the binarization

of the set of classes. There exist n di�erent ways

to binarize a set of classes fc

1

; c

2

: : : c

n

g: fc

1
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1

g,

fc

2

; c

2

g. . .fc
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; c
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g where c

i

represents the set of all

the classes di�erent from c

i

. This is equivalent to

learn a class against all the other classes together.

Figure 1 shows this process of learning.

The application, called Tanit, supervises the

whole process. During the learning phase, Tanit

binarizes the set of classes and runs as many

Salammbô applications as classes in the training

set. Each Salammbô has to build a fuzzy decision

tree from a special training set where a class is out-

lined against all the other classes together.

For instance, if there exists three classes c

1

,

c

2

and c

3

in the training set, Tanit creates three

Salammbô, one to recognize the class c

1

, another

to recognized the class c

2

and the last one to rec-

ognize the class c

3

.

3.2 Classifying

Now, it is important to be able to utilize each so

built fuzzy decision tree to classify examples from a

test set (that is a set of examples whose the only de-

scription is known). In this phase, each Salammbô

must classify examples from the test set. This clas-

si�cation is related to the class that the correspond-

ing Salammbô is able to recognize.

Thus, for each example, Tanit aggregates the

degrees of membership to classes from all the

Salammbô. It is a problem of data fusion. Lots

of works study this kind of aggregation [21], [9],

[11]. For instance, [8] studies the aggregation of a

forest of decision trees. During the learning phase,

the system builds several decision trees by means

of several measures of discrimination. If several

attributes are chosen by these measures, each at-

tribute will enable the construction of a new tree.

Thus, a high number of trees could be generated.

On the contrary, in the Tanit system, the number of

trees is only determined by the number of classes.

During the generalization phase, degrees of

membership to classes are provided by each

Salammbô for each example. For each example, the

Salammbô adapted to recognize class c

i

returns a

membership degree m

c

i

(fc

i

g) to the class c

i

and

a membership degree m

c

i

(fc

i

g) to c

i

(Figure 2).

These two degrees are returned to Tanit which cen-

tralizes all the membership degrees provided by all

the Salammbô. All the membership degrees related

to an example are aggregated to obtain a single

membership degree �(c

i

) for each class c

i

. Various

methods exist to realize such an aggregation. For

instance, the voting method or the method based

on Dempster combination rule in Dempster-Shafer

theory of evidence [19].

3.2.1 The voting method

The membership degrees are considered as votes.

Each vote for each class is added to elect the most

popular class. The membership degrees given by

the Salammbô are added:
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The membership degrees associated with a com-

bination of classes (c

j

) are weighted by the num-

ber of classes n in order to limit the inuence of

trees not specialized in the recognition of the class

c

i

. Moreover, the degree m

c

i

(fc

i

g) has to be split

for the computation of the votes for all the classes

which belong to c

j

.

Finally, the elected class c

i

is the one with the

higher ranking vote �(c

i

).

3.2.2 Dempster's rule method

In evidence theory, each Salammbô is considered

as an expert which expresses its opinion on a

given situation. The universe of discourse is then
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The aggregation of degrees is done by means of

Dempster combination rule. For a given example,
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(Where K is a normalization coe�cient)

For instance, when there exists three classes, the

following computation is done by Tanit:
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Finally, the class associated with the example is

the class with the higher membership degree.

4 Results

The two applications Salammbô and Tanit have

been implemented in Language C on Sun-Sparc

station. The application Tanit runs as many

Salammbô applications as classes in the training

set. Each Salammbô is associated with a class

to recognize. The whole system runs on a single

computer but a distributed version is being imple-

mented. In this version, each Salammbô will be run

on a machine apart, the communication between all

the Salammbô and Tanit will be done by means of

the RPC protocol. Thus, the time of building a for-

est of fuzzy decision trees will be greatly minimized.

The current Tanit application has been tested

on various kinds of databases with a cross val-

idation test. These databases are available on

the ftp site of the University of Irvine, Cali-

fornia (ftp://ftp.ics.uci.edu/pub/machine-learning-

databases).

The databases which have been used are those

with a high proportion of numeric data in order to

highlight the utility of fuzzy decision trees.

The results with the iris database are shown in

the �rst table. In this database, examples are de-

scribed by means of 4 numeric attributes and there

are 3 classes to recognize.

Method Error rate

Classic tree Fuzzy tree

Single tree 4,8% 4,7%

Vote 4,7% 4,0%

Dempster's rule 5,3% 5,3%

Result with the iris database

The results with the database of Breiman's

waveforms [4] are shown in the second table. In

this database, examples are described by means of

21 numeric attributes and there are 4 classes to rec-

ognize.

Method Error rate

Classic tree Fuzzy tree

Single tree 27,3% 23,7%

Vote 26,7% 20,2%

Dempster's rule 28,5% 28,4%

Result with the waveform database

Results with Classic tree, that is a tree provided

by the classical ID3 method which discretizes the

universe of numeric values and does not consider

the threshold as fuzzy, are given in the �rst column

of the table (Classic tree). For the Classic Single

tree results, the results are those given by [16] for

the C4.5 algorithm, adapted to numeric attribute.

Results with a forest of (classic or fuzzy) decision

trees are shown in the two other lines.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a method of inductive

learning by means of a forest of fuzzy decision trees.

In this method, several fuzzy decision trees are con-

structed, each one is dedicated to the recognition of

a single class against a combination of all the other

classes.

The use of such combination of classes enables

the use of discriminating measures adapted to the

ordering of attributes when only two classes are

present in the training set. Moreover, the roots of

all the fuzzy decision trees of the forest are rarely

labeled by the same attribute. Thus, an attribute

does not appear necessarily in each rule of the rule

base induced by a forest of decision trees.

The aggregation step of this system could be en-

hanced and some works are conducted at the mo-

ment to �nd a good method of combination of mem-

bership degrees in order to enhance the predicting

power of the forest of fuzzy decision trees.

Finally, this method enables us to study the best

discriminating measure to build a fuzzy decision



tree. The advantages of using a forest of fuzzy de-

cision trees lie in the fact that the discriminating

measure to study should reects the discriminating

power of an attribute related to only two classes.
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